On the hydration of olivine in ultramafic rocks: Implications from Fe isotopes in serpentinites
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Abstract

The behavior of Fe during serpentinization largely controls the potential for oxidation-reduction reactions and energy budget for serpentinite-hosted microbial communities. We present Fe isotope data for mineral separates from a partially serpentinized dunite from New Caledonia to understand the behavior of Fe during serpentinization processes. Our new Fe isotope data in mineral separates is compared to existing data from whole rock studies of serpentinites, which have generally concluded that Fe mobility during serpentinization is restricted to the highest temperatures of serpentinization in subduction zones. Measurements of mineral separates from New Caledonia show significant Fe isotope fractionations, with serpentine-brucite mixtures having the lowest $\delta^{56}\text{Fe} = -0.35\%e$ and magnetite having the highest $\delta^{56}\text{Fe} = +0.75\%e$. Olivine, orthopyroxene, and the whole rock composition are all within error of $\delta^{56}\text{Fe} = 0.00\%e$. Fe isotope thermometry between mineral phases reveals two distinct temperatures of equilibration, one for the mantle olivine and pyroxene ($\sim 1325 \degree C$), and a second, much lower temperature ($\sim 335 \degree C$) for the serpentinite assemblage. The combined isotopic, mineralogical and geochemical data indicate that during the magnetite-forming stage of serpentinization, a pore fluid in equilibrium with the mineralogical assemblage evolves to higher Fe concentrations as serpentinization proceeds. When this pore fluid is removed from the serpentinizing environment, the total abundance of Fe removed from the rock in the pore fluid is much less than the bulk rock Fe and has a minimal effect on the overall rock composition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Serpentinization, initiated by reactions between olivine and water, occurs across a spectrum of tectonic settings, from deep-ocean hydrothermal systems to subduction zones to subaerial continental hydrothermal systems. During serpentinization, ultramafic minerals such as olivine are hydrated and form new mineral assemblages, causing large volume expansion and heat production due to exothermic reactions. In near surface environments, serpentinization can occur at temperatures from $\sim 20 \degree C$ to greater than $400 \degree C$ (e.g., Barnes et al., 1978; Allen and Seyfried, 2004), and the thermodynamic stability of antigorite (up to $\sim 640 \degree C$, Bromiley and Pawley, 2003) suggests that serpentinization reactions also occur deeper within the Earth (e.g., subduction zones).
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Where olivine and water (either meteoric water, seawater, or deep crustal or subduction zone fluids) interact, new mineral assemblages provide a record of these fluid-rock interactions. In the oceanic crust, intrusive igneous rocks, many of which contain high modal olivine, provide an abundance of evidence for deep seawater circulation and hydration of olivine (e.g., Bach et al., 2006; Beard et al., 2009); thus hydration of olivine is considered a relatively ubiquitous process throughout the oceanic lithosphere (Iyer et al., 2010). Hydrated oceanic crust eventually proceeds into subduction zones, where prograde metamorphic water-rock reactions involve progressive increases in temperature and pressure as the subducting slab carries mafic and ultramafic rocks into the mantle. The highest temperatures of serpentinization occur in this setting and produce antigorite serpentinite assemblages (antigorite is the more stable serpentine polymorph at high temperatures; Hilairet et al., 2006). Serpentinization reactions result in dehydration of the subducting slab, fluid flux into the overlying mantle, and/or partial melting of both the subducting slab and overlying mantle depending on the tectonic arrangement of the subduction zone (e.g., Yogodzinski et al., 2015). Importantly, as fluids are desorbed from the subducting slab via dehydration reactions, serpentinization likely occurs in the overlying mantle wedge (Hyndman and Peacock, 2003). When these geologic systems are obducted onto the continents as ophiolites, low temperature serpentinization occurs near the surface due to chemical weathering by meteoric water (e.g., Oman, New Caledonia; Barnes et al., 1978; Streit et al., 2012).

As such, serpentinization is the fundamental mechanism responsible for fluid migration in geologic settings where olivine is present, and thus plays a critical role in arc volcanism, geochemical cycling between the oceanic lithosphere and the hydrosphere, seafloor ecosystems, and continental hydrothermal systems.

At all temperatures of serpentinization, Fe plays a key role in serpentinite mineral assemblages. Fe is a major component of ultramafic rocks and found ubiquitously in the serpentinite mineral assemblages in multiple oxidation states. Fe is likely to be mobilized during dehydration processes in subduction zones (Debret et al., 2016), and while high concentrations of Fe have been observed in some seafloor ultramafic vent fluids (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2007), direct evidence for Fe mobility during seafloor serpentinization is not clear in abyssal serpentinites (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2007), and low temperature vent fluids typically contain very little Fe (Barnes et al., 1978; Marques et al., 2008; Chavagnac et al., 2013). However, the presence of magnetite in serpentinite veins requires that Fe is mobile at least on the size scale (~0.1–10 mm) of the mineral grains (e.g., Frost et al., 2013). Fe isotopes have provided insights into Fe cycling during hydrothermal alteration of mafic rocks (e.g., Rouxel et al., 2003, 2008). Ultramafic rocks, which have high modal abundance of olivine, provide important insights into the roots of a hydrothermal system, and as of yet, there have been no studies of inter mineral Fe isotope variations in serpentinites.

Here we present Fe isotope measurements in mineral separates from a partially serpentinized dunite from New Caledonia to evaluate the relationships between fluids and minerals during fluid-rock interaction in the ultramafic oceanic crust. As we will show, these data enable us to address specific aspects of serpentinization: (1) the scale of Fe mobility during serpentinization; (2) the temperature of serpentinization based on theoretical fractionation models; and, (3) the water/rock ratio and possible pore fluid evolution during and after the serpentinization process occurs.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. The process of serpentinization

Serpentinization has been studied in a wide range of settings using a variety of techniques. Detailed textural and geochemical data has been extracted from ultramafic rocks preserved in ophiolites (e.g., Coleman and Keith, 1971; Evans, 1977; Toft et al., 1990; Boudier et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2013; Frost et al., 2013) and rocks recovered from drilling and dredging of the oceanic crust (e.g., Bach et al., 2006; Frost et al., 2008; Beard et al., 2009; Andreani et al., 2013; Rouménjon and Cannat, 2014). These studies have revealed the complicated nature of the serpentinization process, specifically: the textural variations associated with different stages of serpentinization (e.g., mesh texture vs. large through going serpentine veins); nanoscale interlayering of brucite and serpentine detected by TEM (Bach et al., 2006); and, the variable oxidation state of Fe in the most abundant mineral phases (e.g., serpentine, magnetite, and brucite).

In addition to textural data on rock samples, exploration and sampling of hydrothermal vent systems on the seafloor have provided fundamental insights into their geology and fluid-rock interaction processes in the oceanic lithosphere (e.g., Delaney et al., 1992; Von Damm et al., 1997; Von Damm, 2000; Kelley et al., 2001; Charlou et al., 2002). Seafloor hydrothermal systems hosted by ultramafic rocks often contain high concentrations of Fe in vent fluids (Charlou et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2007). Thermodynamic modeling of serpentinization has also placed constraints on the relative timing and formation of serpentinite assemblages, as well as the potential for serpentinite hydrothermal systems to support chemotrophic life (e.g., Klein and Bach, 2009; Evans et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2014; Seyfried et al., 2015). Additionally, lab experiments involving seawater and ultramafic rocks have provided a time-integrated perspective on changes in mineralogy and associated hydrothermal fluid during serpentinization, showing that reactions between seawater and ultramafic rocks are generally accompanied by increases in Fe concentrations in the reacting fluids (e.g., Seyfried and Dibble, 1980; Janecky and Seyfried, 1986; Allen and Seyfried, 2004; Seyfried et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the processes occurring during the earliest stages of serpentinization are still debated (Frost and Beard, 2007; Evans, 2008; Beard et al., 2009; Evans, 2010; Katayama et al., 2010; Frost et al., 2013; Miyoshi et al., 2014). Specifically, the conditions for magnetite formation and the relationships between iron oxidation-reduction processes and...
mineral assemblages are controversial (McCollom et al., 2016). Furthermore, while serpentinization occurs in an open system, the timing and nature of this open system behavior remains ambiguous and poorly characterized.

In the past ~15 years, researchers have begun to evaluate the importance of Fe in hydrothermal systems; of particular interest has been the application of stable Fe isotopes to evaluate connections between hydrothermal vent fluids and oceanic crust alteration. Despite consider- able work, the mobility of Fe during seafloor serpentinization remains uncertain. Early research demonstrated the fractionation of Fe isotopes in seafloor hydrothermal sys- tems, and suggested that this may be the cause of Fe iso- topic variability observed in Fe-Mn crusts (Sharma et al., 2001). However, Severmann et al. (2004) showed that the isotopic compositions of vent fluids at the Rainbow vent site on the Mid-Atlantic ridge have not changed over the last ~16,000 years, suggesting that Fe isotopic variations in Fe-Mn deposits and by inference ocean waters are not a function of variations in hydrothermal input, but rather variations in terrestrial and/or atmospheric (aerosol) input (Zhu et al., 2000; Beard et al., 2003).

The Fe isotopic compositions of oceanic hydrothermal vent fluids are uniformly low relative to chondritic composi- tions (Rouxel et al., 2008), and reveal a small fractiona- tion ($^{56}$Fe/$^{56}$Fe ~ 0.3%) between the bulk mafic oceanic crust and the Fe being removed in hydrothermal fluids. Mafic crust becomes progressively more isotopically heavy with increasing degree of alteration, which is balanced by iso- topically light Fe in hydrothermal fluids (Rouxel et al., 2003). This Fe isotope fractionation is seen not only in the bulk mafic crust, but even more so in the alteration mineral assemblages which show even larger ranges of Fe iso- tope fraction (Rouxel et al., 2003). Thus, seafloor hydrothermal systems are relatively well understood from an Fe cycling perspective in locations where mafic rocks are being altered (Rouxel et al., 2003, 2008), while hydrothermal systems involving ultramafic rocks are poorly understood from an inter mineral perspective.

Discoveries of large exposures of ultramafic rocks along active tectonic margins on the seafloor, especially along slow and ultra-slow spreading ridges (e.g., Cannat et al., 1995; Carlson, 2001; Smith et al., 2006), suggest that these ultramafic systems likely play an important role in geochemical exchange between the hydroosphere and litho- sphere where ultramafic rocks are exposed. Severmann et al. (2004) showed that fluids emanating from ultramafic hydrothermal systems contain isotopically light Fe, suggesting that, like mafic systems, isotopically light Fe is removed from the bulk rocks in the subsurface, leaving behind a rela- tively isotopically heavy residue. However, more recent studies of Fe isotopic compositions on whole rocks from ultramafic settings (abysial serpentinites-Craddock et al., 2013; Purang ophiolite-Su et al., 2015; alpine serpentinites-Debret et al., 2016) show different results. In abyssal peridotites, Craddock et al. (2013) demonstrated a relatively uniform and nearly chondritic Fe isotopic composi- tion despite large variations in the degree of alteration (i.e., serpentization). Whereas, Debret et al. (2016) noted a slight increase in the Fe isotopic composition of Alpine serpentinites in the higher temperature assemblages (i.e., those bearing antigorite), and attributed this isotopic shift to Fe mobility during dehydration of the subducting slab. While actively serpentinizing systems are difficult to sample on the seafloor, studies of Fe isotopes in well-studied ophi- olites and abyssal ultramafic rocks can provide insight into the significance of ultramafic hydration and the geochemi- cal cycling associated with hydrothermal alteration of the ultramafic lithosphere. In turn, measurements of mineral separates in these serpentinizing systems provide insight into the mass balance relationships associated with Fe mobility in hydrothermal ultramafic systems.

2.2. Petrology of New Caledonia ophiolite

The partially serpentinized dunite chosen for this study (NC09-5) is from New Caledonia, and has been studied in detail by Evans et al. (2013), Frost et al. (2013) and Mothersole et al. (in press). The island of New Caledonia contains an ophiolite sequence that was emplaced sometime prior to 27 Ma, which is the age of subduction related plutons intruding the sequence (Cluzel et al., 2006). Eclogite gneisses representing peak metamorphic conditions in New Caledonia record temperatures up to ~600 °C. How- ever, tectonic models for the emplacement of the New Cale- donia ophiolite sequence indicate that this ophiolite did not experience significant burial driven changes in pressure and/or temperature (Aitchison et al., 1995). New Caledonia ophiolitic exposures are dominated by partially serpen- tinized harzburgite and dunite with minor gabbro. Natural seepages of relatively low temperature (~26–40 °C), high pH (~11) fluids have been discovered within the ophiolite sequence (Barnes et al., 1978; Deville and Prinzhofer, 2016), and these fluids could provide a mechanism for mod- ern serpentinization processes occurring at depth (Barnes et al., 1978). However, as will be discussed below, the pres- ence of magnetite in our rocks demonstrate that the domi- nant imprint of serpentinization on NC09-5 occurred at higher temperatures.

Three distinct types of serpentine veins have been identi- fied in New Caledonia, all of which were determined to be dominantly lizardite serpentine by Raman spectroscopy (Frost et al., 2013). The earliest veins (type 1) do not extend across more than a single olivine grain and contain only ser- pentine and brucite. Type 2 veins typically cut across mul- tiple olivine grains and also cross cut type 1 veins. Type 2 veins contain magnetite cores and less brucite than type 1 veins (Fig. 1). Type 3 veins are the largest, contain abun- dant magnetite and the most Mg-rich serpentine, and cross cut both type 1 and type 2 veins. While all three types of veins likely form simultaneously during the serpentinization process, the type 1 veins are the first to form in the initial stages of fluid infiltration (i.e., type 2 and type 3 veins do not form without the prior formation of type 1 veins). The sample chosen for this study contains only type 1 and type 2 veins because these veins represent the earliest stages of serpentinization, and our goal was to evaluate the early stages without the influence of large scale open system processes that may occur in other serpentinization settings (e.g., subduction zones, Debret et al., 2016).
Detailed electron probe analyses of the constituent minerals from NC09-5 revealed relatively homogeneous olivine ($X_{Mg} = 0.911 \pm 0.001$) and pyroxene ($X_{Mg} = 0.916 \pm 0.002$) compositions, while serpentine and brucite compositions were more variable. Brucite in type 1 serpentine veins was more Fe-rich than brucite in type 2 veins ($X_{Mg} = 0.819$ vs. 0.836), as well as the serpentine ($X_{Mg} = 0.923$ vs. 0.932). However, as the magnetite bearing veins become larger, serpentine compositions tend to deviate to Mg-rich and Fe-rich varieties, with $X_{Mg} = 0.941$ and 0.909, respectively (Frost et al., 2013).

Progressive multi-stage serpentinization reactions explain the formation of type 1, type 2, and type 3 veins. The reactions to form magnetite in the New Caledonia system occur in two stages:

$$2(Mg,Fe)SiO_3 + 3H_2O \rightarrow (Mg,Fe)_2Si_2O_5(OH)_4 + (Mg,Fe)(OH)_2$$

(1)

$$15Fe(OH)_2 + 4SiO_2 \rightarrow 2Fe_2Si_2O_5(OH)_4 + 3Fe_3O_4 + 8H_2O + 3H_2$$

(2)

Reaction (2) occurs in the presence of native Fe metals, which can form from Fe in solution by the following reaction (after Frost, 1985):

$$Fe^{2+} + H_2 \rightarrow Fe^{0} + 2H^+$$

(3)

Reactions (1) and (2) are written to illustrate the hypothesis that magnetite does not form directly from olivine, as has been proposed to occur in other locations based on detailed textural and geochemical studies (e.g. Bach et al., 2006; Beard et al., 2009; Katayama et al., 2010; Miyoshi et al., 2014). Although the source of aqueous silica in reaction (2) is equivocal (Beard et al., 2009), Miyoshi et al. (2014) have shown that the external source of silica required for magnetite formation might be derived from hydration of orthopyroxene:

$$3(Mg,Fe)SiO_3 + 3H_2O \rightarrow (Mg,Fe)_2Si_2O_5(OH)_4 + SiO_2$$

(4)

Frost et al. (2013) noted the presence of serpentinized orthopyroxene in the NC09-5 sample, lending credence to the two-stage magnetite formation hypothesis in New Caledonia. Fe isotope data in mineral separates will provide additional quantitative analysis of the reactions taking place during serpentinization.

3. METHODS

3.1. Mineral separation and Fe isotope analysis

The sample was disaggregated using an electron pulse disaggregator to prevent Fe contamination from jaw crushing and to crush the rock to smaller pieces for further processing. The resulting disaggregated sample was sieved, and the smallest size fractions were subjected to a Frantz magnetic separator to divide magnetic minerals (i.e., magnetite and awaruite) from non-magnetic minerals (e.g., olivine, serpentine). Magnetic and non-magnetic fractions were rinsed in deionized water. Individual mineral phases were then handpicked under a microscope. Type 2 serpentine veins were easily identified in thin section because they typically cut across multiple olivine grains and contain magnetite. In the mineral separates, type 2 veins are identified by their relatively large grain size, fibrous crystal habit, and the presence of magnetite in vein cores, thus we are confident in our identification of this critical phase.

Grain sizes generally ranged from 0.1 mg to ~5 mg, and total Fe abundances for each grain was >20 μg. Individual silicate minerals were dissolved in individual Teflon beakers using a combination of ultra-pure HNO₃–HCl–HF. Awaruite grains were dissolved using ultra-pure Aqua Regia. Magnetite grains were dissolved in 23 ml Teflon Parr bombs using ultra-pure Aqua Regia. Once fully digested, samples were dried and redissolved in concentrated HNO₃ to ensure complete oxidation of Fe for purification using anion exchange resin. This concentrated HNO₃ solution was dried, and samples were redissolved in 0.5 ml 6 N HCl + 0.002% H₂O₂ for purification. Samples were loaded onto 0.5 ml of AG1-X8 100–200 mesh anion exchange resin. This concentrated HNO₃ solution was dissolved, and samples were redissolved in 0.5 ml of 6 N HCl + 0.002% H₂O₂ for purification. Samples were loaded onto 0.5 ml of AG1-X8 100–200 mesh anion exchange resin and 6 ml of 6 N HCl + 0.002% H₂O₂ was used to elute interfering matrix elements. Fe was subsequently collected using 4 ml 0.05 N HCl following similar procedures as described by C VERYgood and Dauphas (2010) and Millet et al. (2012). Rock standards were used to assess and ensure quantitative yields from anion exchange columns.

Chemically separated and purified Fe aliquots were dried and then redissolved in 1 N (5%) HNO₃ at least 2 h prior to analysis. These Fe aliquots were diluted to match standard Fe concentrations, generally ~400 ppb. The Fe
isotopes were analyzed on a ThermoFinnigan NeptunePlus MC-ICPMS at the University of Wyoming High-Precision Isotope Laboratory using medium-resolution mode and an Apex desolvating nebulizer introduction system. Sample-standard bracketing was used to correct for mass bias. Each individual sample was analyzed at least three times, and up to ten times, between individual IRMM-014 standard analyses. Reported errors are the 2 standard deviation confidence intervals for each individual grain average of these analyses. Additional standards (BCR-2, BHVO-2, RGM-2, TML, and an internal FeSpec ICP solution) were measured to assess the long-term reproducibility of measurements (see Section 4.2 for a discussion of Data Quality Assurance).

3.2. Geochemical modeling

Geochemical modeling of reactions between mafic minerals and seawater was carried out using Geochemist’s Workbench® (GWB) version 9.0 (Bethke and Yeakel, 2012) Modeling used equilibrium titration mode initially, followed by flow through mode for certain reactions to assess two perspectives of the same conceptual model. In the titration model, reactants (in this case olivine or pyroxene) are added to the initial system (seawater), and the fluid and minerals remain in equilibrium throughout the model. In flow through models, precipitated minerals do not maintain equilibrium with the liquid, and are unable to redissolve or form new minerals. Seawater composition was obtained from Brown et al. (1989), and reactions with orthopyroxene and olivine were modeled. Olivine and pyroxene were treated as mechanical mixtures of forsterite/fayalite and ferrosilite/enstatite, respectively. Reactions were modeled at 300 °C using only olivine or pyroxene to determine relative effects of each mineral type on fluid chemistry. Water/rock sensitivity was modeled to assess variations in mineral phases dependent on water/rock ratios. Results were compared to high temperature hydrothermal experiments (Seyfried and Dibble, 1980; Janecky and Seyfried, 1986) and vent fluid compositions (Charlou et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2007) to assess the validity of the models.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Fe isotope variation in New Caledonia sample NC09-5

Iron isotopic compositions for mineral separates from NC09-5 and the whole rock are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2. All samples were measured by sample-standard bracketing and are expressed in delta notation relative to IRMM-014. A significant range (δ56Fe = 1.1‰) of Fe isotope ratios was measured in various mineral phases, with all samples lying along a triple isotope mass-dependent fractionation line (Fig. 2). Type 2 veins (a mixture of brucite and serpentine; Frost et al., 2013) have the lowest values with δ56Fe ranging from −0.31 to −0.36‰. Magnetite has the highest value at δ56Fe = +0.77‰, and awaruite also has relatively high values from +0.28 to +0.39‰. Olivine δ56Fe values range from −0.04 to −0.06‰, and pyroxene δ56Fe values range from 0.01 to 0.06‰. The whole rock has δ56Fe = −0.02‰. Fe isotopic compositions for each mineral separate group are within analytical reproducibility, i.e., there is no discernable difference in isotopic composition within each mineral type. In addition, the isotopic compositions of olivines, orthopyroxenes, and the whole...
rock span a relatively small range of values centered on $\delta^{56}\text{Fe} \sim 0.00\%e$.

### 4.2. Data Quality Assurance

Replicate analyses of BCR-2 ($n = 65$) gave an average value of $0.107 \pm 0.021\%e$ $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $0.146 \pm 0.028\%e$ $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ which is within error of recently reported values (Fig. 3). Results for standard analyses and reference values for BCR-2, BHVO-2, and RGM-2 are provided in Table 2. The long-term reproducibility of BCR-2 at one standard deviation was 0.084 and 0.114 for $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$, respectively. This reproducibility is comparable to the estimate for external precision using sample-standard bracketing of ca. $0.10\%e$ and ca. $0.15\%e$ for $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ (2 SD; Weyer and Schwieters, 2003).

### 4.3. Geochemical modeling results

Mineral phases precipitated in Geochemist Work Bench® (GWB) reaction models are broadly consistent with observed serpentine assemblages (Fig. 4). In the olivine-seawater reaction, antigorite was the dominant serpentine phase, along with brucite, hematite and magnetite. Antigorite and brucite were initially present in the seawater-pyroline titration reaction but were subsequently replaced by talc. Minor amounts of pyrite and anhydrite were present in both reactions. No other serpentine minerals were saturated during these reactions. Flow through and titration models produced the same mineral assemblages; however, rather than certain minerals dissolving (observed in titration models), precipitated minerals remained throughout flow through reaction models (e.g. hematite; Fig. 5). When antigorite was suppressed, chrysotile became the serpentine mineral. The chemical compositions of chrysotile and antigorite are essentially identical; thus, suppressing antigorite and precipitating chrysotile did not affect the chemistry of the fluid. The thermodynamic database in GWB used for the models does not contain data for lizardite, however recent thermodynamic data for serpentine minerals shows similar results for chrysotile and lizardite (Holland and Powell, 2011).

The water/rock ratio of the system played a significant role in the relative proportions of Fe-oxides that precipitate throughout the reactions. In general, high water/rock ratios produce more hematite, while low water/rock ratios produce more magnetite (Fig. 6). Differences between titration models and flow through models in olivine-seawater reactions are most apparent in the Fe-oxides while the proportions of serpentine and brucite remain essentially the same for either type of reaction. At low water/rock ratios in titration models, hematite does not precipitate at all, while at high water rock/ratios, magnetite does not precipitate (Fig. 6). In contrast, magnetite and hematite are both present at most water/rock ratios in flow through models with the exception of the most extreme water/rock ratio values (Fig. 6).
5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Implications for mass transfer during serpentinization

One of the most interesting results of our study is the relatively minor impact of serpentinization on the bulk Fe in the rock despite large inter-mineral isotopic fractionations. Frost et al. (2013) report relatively large variations in the internal composition of individual serpentine veins, with average compositions of type-2 serpentine veins ranging from 4.54 to 6.56 wt.% FeO. Calculated mixing relationships between magnetite and type 2 veins suggest that ~3% magnetite and 97% type 2 vein with ~6.18 wt.% FeO approximates the isotopic composition of the olivine (Fig. 7), consistent with the relatively minor amounts of magnetite observed in the serpentine veins compared to serpentine and brucite. The estimated serpentine FeO proportion is within the range of compositions observed by Frost et al. (2013), and likely represents a mixture between brucite and serpentine. The bulk rock has lower FeO than the olivine, which can be attributed to the effects of the lower FeO content of the orthopyroxene. The mass balance between the serpentinization assemblage and the olivine composition, both in Fe concentration and isotopic composition, suggests that very little Fe was added to or lost from the rock during the serpentinization process. In turn, this suggests that the hydration of ultramafic rocks (at least the early stages) in general does not have a large effect on the geochemical cycling of Fe in Earth’s near surface systems. This lack of significant removal of Fe is in contrast to the dehydration processes associated with serpentinization in subduction zones, where Debret et al. (2016) have shown isotopic evidence for Fe mobility (discussed in more detail in Section 5.3).

5.2. Crystal chemical constraints on inter-mineral Fe isotope fractionation during serpentinization of peridotite

Our new data on mineral separates show that large Fe isotope fractionations occur during serpentinization. This observation is broadly consistent with the relative sense of fractionation described by the Mössbauer model (Polyakov, 1997; Polyakov and Mineev, 2000; Polyakov

Table 2
Fe isotopic compositions of standards measured at UW compared to literature values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>(\delta^{56}\text{Fe}^a)</th>
<th>(\pm)</th>
<th>(\delta^{57}\text{Fe}^a)</th>
<th>(\pm)</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCR-2</td>
<td>Craddock and Dauphas (2010)</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dideriksen et al. (2006)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He et al. (2015)</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu et al. (2014)</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millet et al. (2012)</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharma et al. (2001)</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UW\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHVO-2</td>
<td>Craddock and Dauphas (2010)</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dideriksen et al. (2006)</td>
<td>−0.030</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He et al. (2015)</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu et al. (2014)</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millet et al. (2012)</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UW\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGM-2</td>
<td>Craddock and Dauphas (2010)</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UW\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeSpec</td>
<td>UW\textsuperscript{b} ICP standard</td>
<td>−0.466</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>−0.684</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\delta^a\) values relative to IRMM-014.
\(\pm\) UW value as of January 5, 2016.
\(\pm\) UW errors are 2 standard error.
et al., 2007), which predicts that magnetite should have the highest $\delta^{56}$Fe and $\delta^{57}$Fe of any of the minerals involved in this study. In addition, the Mössbauer model calculations indicate that native Fe metals should have lower $\delta^{56}$Fe and $\delta^{57}$Fe than magnetite, but higher than olivine or orthopyroxene, consistent with our observations. Mössbauer model fractionation factors are not available for serpentine group minerals, however Mössbauer data for sheet silicates with compositions most comparable to serpentine (chloritoids, Polyakov and Mineev, 2000) suggests these minerals will have lower $\delta^{56}$Fe and $\delta^{57}$Fe than olivine. The Fe isotopic compositions of serpentine are consistent with a similar type of behavior for serpentine group minerals and chloritoids. To our knowledge, the Fe isotopic composition of serpentine has never been measured prior to this study and we posit that the light isotopic compositions observed are a function of weak bond strength in the crystal lattice of the serpentine veins relative to the bond strength in olivine, awaruite, or magnetite.

The presence of the magnetite-awaruite pair with the predicted sense of fractionation with respect to the Mössbauer model allows for the calculation of equilibration temperature for this mineral pair formation (Fig. 8a). The isotopic fractionation factor between magnetite and awaruite intersects the Mössbauer model from Polyakov et al. (2007) at 335 + 82/$C_{\pm}^{59}$C; uncertainty propagated from uncertainty of isotopic compositions. The mineralogy of New Caledonia serpentine veins is dominated by lizardite serpentine, which generally indicates formation temperatures less than ~300 °C (Evans, 2004), however lizardite stability can extend to much higher temperatures depending on composition (e.g., Caruso and Chernosky, 1979). The transition between the serpentine polymorphs is sluggish and lizardite has been found to persist to the highest limits of serpentine stability (Mellini et al., 1987). While this sluggish transformation occurs during prograde metamorphism, it nonetheless implies that the temperature at which lizardite can exist is poorly constrained. Thus our calculated temperature for co-existing magnetite and awaruite either extends the upper end of the thermodynamic stability field for lizardite or suggests that lizardite is metastable at these temperatures. Importantly, the temperature obtained from the magnetite-awaruite pair is substantially higher than fluids being emitted from springs in New Caledonia, which range from ~23 to 40 °C. Further, this result suggests that the serpentinization recorded in NC09-5 occurred in a much higher temperature environment, either within a subduction zone or in an oceanic seafloor hydrothermal system.

Awaruite (native Fe-Ni alloy) has no ionic bonds, therefore the ionic fractionation model recently proposed for inter-mineral fractionation in mantle xenoliths (Macris et al., 2015) is not directly applicable to awaruite. However, the ionic fractionation model does predict that “heavy Fe”
(high $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$) tends to fractionate into minerals with stronger bond strengths, consistent with the observed high $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ in magnetite. On the other hand, the “light Fe” in serpentine and all other phases (olivine, orthopyroxene) relative to magnetite indicates that Fe is weakly bonded in the serpentine structure.

The Fe isotopic compositions of the olivine and pyroxene (protolith assemblage) can also be used to place constraints on equilibration temperatures of the protolith rock. Both the Mössbauer model (Polyakov, 1997; Polyakov and Mineev, 2000; Polyakov et al., 2007) and the ionic model (Macris et al., 2015) predict measurable fractionations between olivine and orthopyroxene (greater than 1‰ difference in $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ in the ionic model) at the temperatures recorded by the magnetite and awaruite (~335 °C). The nearly identical Fe isotope composition between olivine and pyroxene suggests that these minerals equilibrated at much higher temperatures than the serpentine assemblage, regardless of the fractionation model used. Using the average compositions of olivine

![Fig. 5. Mineral assemblages precipitated during flow through model reactions between seawater and olivine (a) and pyroxene (b). Minor amounts (<0.1 g) of anhydrite and pyrite are not shown. Mineral assemblages for flow through models are identical to those from equilibrium titration models. In contrast to equilibrium titration models, the first minerals precipitated during the reactions remain for the entire reaction (e.g., hematite remains throughout the reaction, rather than being totally replaced by magnetite).](image)

![Fig. 6. Diagram illustrating the final oxide assemblages of equilibrium titration and flow through model reactions between olivine and seawater. The y-axis shows the relative abundances of hematite and magnetite compared to the total oxides (magnetite + hematite), while the x-axis shows the water:rock ratio. As the water:rock ratio decreases, the relative abundance of hematite decreases. The transition between hematite dominated to magnetite dominated oxides occurs over a smaller range of water:rock ratios in equilibrium titration models.](image)
eral phases and geochemical data can provide constraints on the diffusion of Fe. Large fractionations between minerals in the rock are insignificant relative to the total Fe content. However, Fe contents of fluids suggest the potential for large scale Fe mobility exists. Mixing models between 3% magnetite and 97% serpentine + brucite reproduce the observed composition of olivine. The whole rock has slightly lower Fe concentration due to presence of orthopyroxene.

and orthopyroxene from NC09-5, the Mössbauer model predicts temperatures consistent with equilibration in the mantle (Fig. 8b). Using the more Mg-rich enstatite composition, we obtain a temperature of $1325 \pm 708$ °C. This model produces the minimum possible temperature for any olivine-enstatite calculation (shown in Fig. 8b), and while the error is large, this temperature is not within error of the calculated temperature for magnetite-awaruite (Fig. 8b). This measurable difference demonstrates that the isotopic variations between the protolith assemblage and serpentine assemblage record two distinct equilibration temperatures and/or distinct periods of time.

5.3. Fe mobility and isotopic fractionation during hydrothermal processes

High temperature fluids emanating from ultramafic-hosted vents (Douville et al., 2002; Severmann et al., 2004), experimental work (Seyfried and Dibble, 1980; Janecky and Seyfried, 1986; Seyfried et al., 2007), and geochemical modeling results described in Section 4.3 all indicate that Fe concentrations increase in the fluid as serpentinization reactions proceed (Fig. 9). The uniformity in Fe isotopic composition of olivine, orthopyroxene and the bulk rock suggests that either: (1) no Fe was lost from the bulk rock; (2) any Fe lost from the bulk rock had the same isotopic composition as the bulk rock (i.e., $\delta^{57}$Fe $\sim 0.00\permil$); or, (3) the amount of Fe lost from the bulk rock is insignificant relative to its total Fe content. However, Fe contents of fluids suggest the potential for large scale Fe mobility exists. Large fractionations between mineral phases and geochemical data can provide constraints on mass balance relationships affecting Fe.

In the reactions (Eqs. (1) and (2) in Section 2) taking place during serpentinization in New Caledonia (Frost et al., 2013) several chemical changes occur: (1) the amount of brucite decreases relative to serpentine in the veins; (2) native FeNi alloys are precipitated; and, (3) as the reaction proceeds free hydrogen forms and additional fluid evolves such that a pore fluid is maintained throughout the serpentinization process. The formation of magnetite (and fluid) occurs during the second reaction in Section 2 and this process produces fluid components during the formation of magnetite from brucite. Fe concentrations in the fluids from both experiments and geochemical modeling range from $\sim 0.1$ to $20$ mmol/kg in the presence of brucite, magnetite, and serpentine, broadly consistent with observed concentrations of seafloor hydrothermal fluids (Fig. 9). These data suggest that as the fluid producing reaction proceeds, the Fe concentration increases in the fluid. In addition, it is likely that the fluid evolves toward a state of equilibrium, but never reaches equilibrium, with the rock during the serpentinization process.

Based on the predicted chemical reactions and mass balance constraints, the amount of water (and Fe) potentially removed from the system can be estimated. Mass balance between magnetite and serpentine indicate $\sim 3\%$ magnetite and $\sim 97\%$ serpentine (+ brucite) is required for vein compositions to be equivalent to the bulk rock composition of $\delta^{56}$Fe $\sim 0.00\permil$ (discussed in Section 5.1). Frost et al. (2013) calculate that the particular phase proportions in NC09-5 represent $\sim 30\%$ serpentinization. In addition, the relative proportions of type 2 vs. type 1 veins (i.e., magnetite free) suggest that the type 2 veins are at most half of the serpentinized portion of the rock. If $\sim 15\%$ of the rock (NC09-5) contains type 2 veins, which are $3\%$ magnetite by weight, then the total rock contains roughly $0.45$ weight percent magnetite. Reaction (2), above, indicates that $4$ mol of H$_2$O are created for every $3$ mol of magnetite removed from the system. Reaction (2), above, indicates that $4$ mol of H$_2$O are created for every $3$ mol of magnetite removed from the system. Using the estimate of $4.5$ g (0.0194 mol) of magnetite/kg of rock, only $0.44$ g (0.0259 mol) of H$_2$O formed per kg of rock in the serpentinization environment preserved in NC09-05. Using the highest estimate for the Fe concentrations of the pore fluid estimated from experimental data and geochemical modeling ($\sim 20$ mmol/kg), as much as $0.0005$ g of Fe per kg of rock could be present in the pore fluid generated by the formation of magnetite. There is $5.91$ wt.$\%$ Fe in the rock (i.e., $1.06$ mol Fe/kg rock). Thus, the $0.0005$ g ($\sim 9 \times 10^{-6}$ moles) of Fe removed in the pore fluid is insignificant relative to the total Fe in the bulk rock, and movement of this pore fluid would not appreciably affect the bulk rock Fe concentration or isotopic composition regardless of the isotopic composition of the fluid. In fact, the maximum amount of fluid moving through and extracting Fe from the system can be estimated to place a maximum constraint on the water-rock ratio. Fig. 10 shows the whole rock $\delta^{57}$Fe composition as function of LOI (loss on ignition) for abyssal serpentinites (Craddock et al., 2013), ophiolite serpentinites (Su et al., 2015; Debret et al., 2016), and NC09-5, overlayed by a curve showing the effects of the water/rock ratio on bulk rock composition. The water/rock ratio must exceed $10:1$ to appreciably affect the bulk rock Fe isotopic composition outside of the error of our measurements. Previous studies have estimate
Fig. 8. (A) Isotopic fractionation factor between magnetite and awaruite (native Fe metal) as a function of temperature (black curve) based on Mossbauer spectroscopy and nuclear elastic resonant X-ray scattering (INRXS) models of Polyakov et al., 2007. The red line indicates the measured fractionation factor between magnetite and awaruite, with the gray field representing the possible range of fractionation factors accounting for measurement errors. The curve is calculated using \( \ln(\frac{b_{\text{mag}}}{b_{\text{aw}}}) \) and the coefficients are as follows: \( A_1 = 0.95706 \), \( A_2 = 4.7296 \times 10^{-3} \), and \( A_3 = 4.0703 \times 10^{-6} \) for magnetite. For awaruite (iron metal), \( A_1 = 0.69964 \), \( A_2 = 1.4762 \times 10^{-3} \), and \( A_3 = 4.8454 \times 10^{-6} \). (B) Isotopic fractionation factor between olivine and enstatite as a function of temperature for three Mossbauer spectroscopy models (Polyakov and Mineev, 2000). The three enstatite curves show a Mg-rich composition, and the A and B crystal substitution sites in a more Fe-rich enstatite composition. The blue line and gray field represent the measured fractionation factor between enstatite and olivine, and the red line represents the temperature calculated from the magnetite-awaruite curve in A. The gray fields represent the possible range of fractionation factors accounting for measurement errors. The minimum temperature calculated for olivine-enstatite (617°C) is not within error of the maximum temperature calculated for the magnetite awaruite (417°C). The fractionation curves in (A) and (B) use the same fractionation factor calculations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
water/rock ratios both above and below this estimate based on other isotope systematics (e.g., Sr and O isotopes in the upper crustal section of the Samail ophiolite, McCulloch et al., 1981).

This model proposes a pore fluid component formed by consumption of brucite to form magnetite, and this fluid likely leaves the serpentinizing system prior to tectonic un-roofing and exposure of the rock at the surface. Depending on the geologic setting of the final equilibration period of serpentinization, the fluid could either be expelled into ocean water during seafloor venting or alternatively forced into overlying continental lithosphere or the mantle wedge.

Fig. 9. Diagram comparing the Fe concentration from GWB models (thick lines), experimental data (thin black lines; Seyfried and Dibble, 1980; Janecky and Seyfried, 1986), and ultramafic-hosted vent fluids (Charlou et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2007). Experimental reactions are normalized to reaction progress (from 0 to 1) for comparison to geochemical models. Final fluid Fe concentrations range from ~0.1 to >20 mmol/kg. Geochemical modeling, experiments, and vent fluid compositions suggest that Fe is present in solution during the serpentinization process.

Fig. 10. Diagram showing the Fe isotopic composition of abyssal serpentinites and ophiolites as a function of LOI (loss on ignition), which is interpreted to reflect the degree of serpentinization (higher LOI = higher degree of serpentinization). The curve shows the effects of water:rock ratio on the bulk rock Fe isotopic composition, assuming a relatively high Fe concentration of ~20 mmol/kg and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe} = -0.30\permil$. The curve shows that the bulk rock Fe isotopic composition is not significantly affected by fluid-rock interaction until water:rock ratios $>\sim 10$. 

...
Seawater is in the Fe concentrations of the fluid. The Fe weight fraction of processes (dilution or sulfide precipitation) would cause a decrease in the Fe isotopic composition of the fluid as well. Precipitation of sulfides would also require dissolved sulfur in the serpentinizing fluid. Because of the highly reducing nature of serpentinites, sulfur tends to be driven into the fluid phase during the early stages of serpentinization, where it resides as H₂S (Frost, 1985). In the most extreme conditions, serpentinites can inherit high amounts of sulfur due to significant addition of hydrothermal mineral precipitates (Alt et al., 2013). In addition, as the reducing capacity of peridotites is exhausted sulfide is no longer stable in solution (Klein and Bach, 2009). Abundant magnetite, virtually no sulfide observed in SEM images and abundant relict olivine in NC09-5 (Frost et al., 2013) suggests that the system could still evolve to higher degrees of serpentinization, maintaining a high reducing capacity in the fluid and preventing sulfide precipitation. Movement of sulfur is recorded in ODP Hole 1068, which is interpreted to have penetrated a fossil hydrothermal vent in serpentinite (Beard and Hopkinson, 2000). Carbonate veins containing marcasite and rare pyrrhotite occur in the breccia above the serpentinite. These veins and are thought to have been precipitated by fluids draining out of the serpentinite. The Fe isotopic compositions of marcasite from seafloor hydrothermal deposits are typically within the range defined by pyrite and chalcopyrite (Rouxel et al., 2003, 2008). Despite the fact that these sulfides were precipitated in mafic hydrothermal system, they provide our best estimate for sulfide compositions that may exist in ultramafic settings. Consequently, we posit that if any open system sulfide precipitation were to occur, the pore fluid would evolve to heavier isotopic compositions and lower Fe concentrations.

Another possibility for open system processes affecting the pore fluid prior to venting in a seafloor hydrothermal setting is seawater dilution. While some seawater dilution is likely, the amount of seawater required to significantly change the concentration of Fe is greater than the extent of seawater dilution inferred from other parameters (Rouxel et al., 2008). For example, hydrothermal fluids are typically emitted from the seafloor at high temperatures relative to the surrounding seawater, in some cases approaching temperatures of 400 °C (Von Damm et al., 1997; Von Damm, 2000; Rouxel et al., 2008). Our mineral separate data indicate that the serpentinization process occurred at relatively high temperatures in NC09-05 (~335 °C, shown in Fig. 8a), consistent with temperatures found in many hydrothermal vent systems. In addition, most major element concentrations of vent fluids are not consistent with significant dilution by seawater (e.g., Mg, Rouxel et al., 2008). However, this does not necessarily rule out the possibility for seawater dilution entirely, as seawater must also be percolating into the crust simultaneously to supply the deep hydrothermal system with additional fluid.

Despite the relatively minor amount of Fe removed from the system compared to the total amount of Fe in the bulk rock, our data suggests that Fe is mobilized during hydration of ultramafic oceanic lithosphere on at least the grain scale. Recent work on serpentinites thought to represent the down going slab in a subduction zone has posited that Fe is mobile on larger scales during dehydration processes.
reactions in the hotter/deeper parts of subduction zones (Debret et al., 2016). Fe isotopic compositions of whole rock serpentinites ranging from relatively shallow, low-temperature to deep, high-temperature settings become “heavier” (i.e. higher $\delta^{56}$Fe) as the degree of metamorphism increases. This isotopic trend is interpreted to reflect preferential removal of Fe$^{2+}$ in serpentinite-derived fluids during subduction. The bulk-rock chosen for our study, a lizardite-dominated partially serpentinized dunite, has an Fe isotopic composition consistent with those reported for abyssal serpentinites (Craddock et al., 2013) and alpine lizardite serpentinites by Debret et al. (2016). In addition, the temperatures calculated for our serpentinite assemblage and prior knowledge of the tectonic history of New Caledonia indicate that this rock would have been serpentinized in the shallow parts of the mantle wedge, where large scale mobility of Fe is not likely to occur.

Regardless of the geologic setting of serpentinization, the sample’s petrology and measured Fe isotope fractionations suggest the following timeline for fluid evolution during serpentinization:

**Stage 1:** Initial fluid infiltration and reaction: olivine + H$_2$O $\rightarrow$ serpentine + brucite. This reaction leads to the initial “mesh-texture” observed in many partially serpentinized rocks (e.g., Wicks and Whittaker, 1977; Bach et al., 2006; Katayama et al., 2010; Miyoshi et al., 2014). In addition, this reaction proceeds as isochemical hydration (i.e., only water is added, and nothing is removed; Bach et al., 2006). Note we do not have any direct measurements of this processes, as it is difficult to definitively separate type 1 veins for isotopic analysis. In addition, because the olivine grains are all within error of $\delta^{56}$Fe = 0.00‰, we suggest that Fe isotope fractionation was probably minimal during type 1 vein formation. It is likely that some of these veins existed in the olivine mineral separates we analyzed, however more detailed spatial analyses are required for analysis of type 1 veins.

**Stage 2:** Further fluid infiltration and transition from brucite to magnetite: brucite + SiO$_2$(aq) $\rightarrow$ serpentine + magnetite + H$_2$O + H$_2$. This overall reaction (see Eq. (2) in Section 2), represents the transition from the initial hydration stage to magnetite formation. The large Fe isotope fractionations measured in our study occur during this stage. Whereas an external source of SiO$_2$ is required, during this reaction serpentine (low $\delta^{56}$Fe) + magnetite (highest $\delta^{56}$Fe) + awaruite (high $\delta^{56}$Fe) + H$_2$O + H$_2$ may be in equilibrium. At this time the fluid evolves toward a state of equilibrium with the rock and becomes progressively enriched in Fe as the reaction proceeds. This reaction continues until the geologic environment forces the fluid from the pore space in the serpentinizing environment and the rock experiences no further mineralogical evolution (Fig. 12). In addition, armouring of the intact interior olivine grains may prevent further reaction prior to fluid release.

**Stage 3:** Escape of pore fluid into overlying environment: Pore fluid initially evolving in equilibrium with the type-2 vein assemblage is forced from the Fig. 12. Illustration of mineralogical evolution during serpentinization of NCO9-05 from New Caledonia. (A) Initial fluid infiltration. (B) Absorption of fluid into the olivine protolith mineral to form serpentine and brucite (type 1 veins described by Frost et al., 2013). The reactions taking place from A to B are described by Eq. (1). (C) Reaction of brucite in type 1 veins with aqueous silica derived from pyroxene hydration to form serpentine, magnetite, awaruite, water, and hydrogen. A free fluid phase must persist during this time (i.e., it is not entirely absorbed by olivine to form type 1 veins). The reactions taking place from B to C are described by Eq. (2). (D) Final conditions post alteration (i.e., the current sample condition). Note no mineralogical changes occur from C to D and the fluid present in C is removed from the system.
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we measured Fe isotopic compositions in mineral separates from a partially-serpentinized dunite from New Caledonia to investigate the early stages of serpentinization. Our results show that magnetite and awaruite have high $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ values relative to olivine, while serpentine has relatively low $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ relative to olivine, broadly consistent with predicted equilibrium fractionation factors based upon the Mössbauer model (Polyakov, 1997; Polyakov and Mineev, 2000; Polyakov et al., 2007). These observed fractionations provide important insight into the scale of Fe mobility during the early stages of serpentinization, specifically:

1. Initial hydration, brucite consumption and magnetite formation, followed by fluid escape, occurs regardless of the geologic setting (either in oceanic settings or subduction zones). Once released, this fluid will evolve differently depending on the geologic setting.

2. The observed large Fe isotope fractionation between mineral phases occurs during formation of magnetite $+/−$ native Fe. Fractionation between these mineral pairs indicates a formation temperature of 335 $\pm$ 82/−59 °C based on the Mössbauer spectroscopy model of Polyakov et al. (2007). Calculations using olivine-orthopyroxene yield temperatures higher than, and not within error of, the magnetite-awaruite temperature for the serpentine assemblage. These results show that Fe isotopes in NC09-5 reflect two distinct periods of time and/or temperatures of equilibration. In addition, the use of Fe isotopes to evaluate temperature regimes in serpentinites shows potential for future studies of serpentinite mineral separates.

3. The reactions taking place during serpentinization require the presence of a fluid phase. This fluid phase becomes progressively enriched in Fe as it resides in the pore space during serpentinization. Fe distribution between the fluid and resulting serpentine mineral assemblage records evolution toward equilibrium.

4. Pore fluid forced from the serpentinizing environment is either vented into the ocean or migrates into overlying rocks in a subduction zone. Hydrothermal mineral precipitation and seawater dilution may occur as open system processes, and could decrease the Fe concentration of the fluid. In oceanic settings, this fluid migrates out of the system and feeds seafloor hydrothermal vents. In subduction zones, the fluid would likely migrate into overlying rocks, however, temperature recorded in NC09-5 suggest this fluid flux would be too shallow for partial melting in the mantle.
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